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Introduct icn
The sonnet is a form of poetical expression v^hich has
been attempted "by many, but mastered by fev;. Since the days of
Petrarch, to the present time, we have had many sonnets of far
different degrees of perfection; and in America this is especially
true, even during her short period of national life. Furthermore,
the perfect sonnet crnnot be dashed off "at a heat"; it must be
studied, polished and repolished until it fulfills its special
requirements. Although many sonnets were written in America during
the nineteenth century, our writers have been more successful with
those simpler verse forms v/hich are more easilj'- written. Never-
theless, the American poets have written sonnets, which in form
and thought are excellent productions in this branch of literarj''
expression. In the following pages we shall trace the development
of the sonnet in America during the first half of the nineteenth
century by an examination of the works of the different v/riters of
this period, and, through a comparative study, show the real place
that the sonnet holds in our early national literature.
Longfellow.-
Longfellow is our leading sonneteer. He is, in fact,
the greatest master of the form and finish of the sonnet in American
letters, v^hile, at the same time, with the exception of the greatest
he compares favorably with the sonneteers of English letters. The
sonnet v/as a favorite form of literarj'" expression for his inmost
thoughts End tenderest feelings; in it were enshrined his deepest
griefs as well as his greatest joys.
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NumlDer of sonnets.- Longfellow wrote sixty three (63)
original sonnets, including one in Italian, and translated twenty
one (21) sonnets from different languages. The following is a list
of his sonnet translations arrarged chronologically:
Prom the Spanish.
The Disembodied Spirit
Ideal Beauty
The Lover's Complaint
Art and "Nature
The Two Harvests
The Good Shepherd
To-morrcw
The native Land
The Image of God
The Brook
Clear Honor of the Liquid Element
From the Italian.
To Italy
I. The Artist
II. Fire
III. Youth and Age
IV. Old Age
V. To Vittoria Colonna
VI. To Vittoria Colonna
VII. Dante
published Oct. 1831.
Dec. 1831.
Dec. 1831.
Oct. 1832.
ITov. 1832.
(month not known) 1832.
1832.
1832.
1832.
1832.
Aug. 1833.
1865.
Jan. 30, 1674.
1874.
1874.
1874.
1874.
1874.
1874.
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Trom the French.
A Quiet Life
Will ever the dear days come back agair?
Sept. 11, 1679
1882,
Original Sonnets.
Mezzo Cammin
The Evening Star
Autumn
Dante
On Mrs. Kiemhle's Readings from Shakespeare Feb. 20, 1849.
The following six sonnets introduced the three parts of
Longfellow's Divina Co'nmedia:
Divina Commedia.
Aug. 25, 1842.
Oct. 30, 1845.
Nov. 11, 1845.
1845.
I. March 29, 1864.
II. March 29, 1864.
III. Dec
.
22, 1865.
IV. May 5, 1867.
V. Jan 16, 1866.
VI. March 7, 1666.
Giotto's Tower Jan
.
8, 1866.
To-morrow Feb. 1866.
Milton Nov. 13, 1873.
Shakespeare "Nov 15, 1873.
Chaucer Nov. 16, 1873.
Keats Dec 4, 187 3.
The Sound of the Sea. July 27, 1874.
A Summer Day by the Sea July 1874.
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The Galaxy
The Tides
A Shadow
Three Friends of J^'ine.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
The Old Bridge at Florence
Ponte Vecchio de Firenze
A Nameless Grave
Sleep
Victor andVanqui shed
Mature
In the Church-yard at Tarrytown
Eliot's Oak
The Descent of the Muses
Venice
The Poets
Parker Cleveland
The Harvest Moon
To the River Rhone
I. The Two Rivers
II. The Two Rivers
III. The Two Rivers
IV. The Two Rivers
Aug. 4, 1874
Sept. 4, 1874
1874
Sept. 5, 1874
Sept. 6, 1874
Sept. 1874
June 15, 1874
June 5, 1874
ITov. 8, 1874
Nov. 26, 1874
Nov. 30, 1874
April 7, 1875
April 4, 1876
1876
1876
1876
Oct. 11, 1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
1876
I)•')
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Bo st on 1 C '7 A
St John's, CamDriage T Q r; /;
Moods ± O ^ D ,
WQpStOCK rarK X o / O ,
ilie i our princesses at wima
The Broken Oar Uov
,
13,
Wapentake T Q O O
noilaays May T n±u
,
J-O r
,
ine Three biiences oi Moiinos JJeC , 1 GXO
,
io ^ f
,
ihe -Duriai ot the rcet TP qV.J e D
.
lU
,
jNlght April lb y T Q O
My Oathearai Ap ri 1 10*701 o f y
,
ihe Cross of Snow July lU
,
T Q r> olo (V
.
Chimes Aug T Q O Qid /'y
Memories Sept
.
18, 1881.
President Garfield Oct 6, 1881.
My Books Dec 27, 1881.
Possibilities Jan. 17, 1882.
Groups.- It is difficult to make an exact classification
of Longfellow's sonnets, heceuse a number o-"' them might be included
in one group as well as in another, and, furthermore, because of
a frequent overlapping. In each case the dominant element has
been made the basis of the clessif ication.
PERSONAL
.
Mezzo Caramin
The Evening Star
(.1 Ji
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To-morrow
A Shadow
Three Friends of Mine
In the Church-yard at Tarrytown
Parker Cleveland
The Burial of the Poet
The Cross of Snow
Memo ri es
President Garfield
LITERARY.
Dante
Divina Coinmedia
I. IV.
II. V.
III. VI.
Milton
Shakespeare
Chaucer
Keats
The Poets
Wapentake
Possibilities
l?rATUEE
.
Autu.nn
The F^ound of the Sea (personal application)
A Summer Day by the Sea
.
I
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The Tides
Eliot • s Oak
The Farvest Moon
To the River Rhone
My Cathedral
CONTEMPLATIVE AtJL SPIRITUAL.
Victor andVanquished
ITature
The Two Rivers
I. III.
II. IV.
Moods
flight
Chimes
My Books
Holidays
PLACE
.
Giotto ' s Tov/er
Venice
The Old Bridge at Florence
Ponte Vecchio de Pirenze
Boston
St John's, Cambridge
Woodstock park
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OCCASIOITAI
The Descent of the Muses
On Mrs. Kemble's Readings frocD. c;hakespeare
The Three Silences of Lclinos
MISCELLATTEOUS.
The Galaxy
A 'TaTiieless Grave
9'leep
The Four Princesses o:^ Wilna
The Broken Oar
Longfellow's style.- The sonnet was one of Longfellow's
favorite forms for the expression of his tenderest emotions. For
simplicity, unity and loftiness of purpose, his sonnets have never
"been excelled in America.
Of Longfellow's sonnets, Janes Kussell Lowell v;rote:
"I have been struck particularly with this qi ality o:' style
in some of my late friend's sonnets, which seem to me ir. unity
and evenness of flovi^ among the most beautiful and perfect we have
in the language. They remind one of those cabinets in which all
the dravi^ers are opened at once by the turn of the key in a single
lock; whereas we all have seen sonnets with a lock in every line,
with a different key to each, and the added conundrums of secret
1
drawers .
"
For beauty of language and description, we may take
"The Evening Star." written in 1845.
1. James Russell Lowell, A Biography, by H. E. f^cvdder ,Vol . II
,
p. 306.
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"Lol in the painted orisl of the West,
Whose panes the sunken sun incarnadines,
Like a fair lady at her casement, shines
The evening star, the star of love and rest!
And then anon she doth herself divest
Of all her radiant garments, and reclines
Behind the sombre screen of yonder pines,
With slumber and soft dreans of love oppressed.
my beloved, ny sweet KesperusI
My morning and my evening star of level
My best and gentlest lady I ever thus,
As that fair planet in the sky above,
Dost thou retire unto thy rest at night.
And from thy darkened window fades the light."
The beauty of this early sonnet was never surpassed. On
the other hand, Longfellow's powers never failed him even in his
last years. He shows this same keen appreciation of nature ano art
in an old age unmarred by the stress of time.
Again, for nature and rural scenes, the sonnet, "Chaucer,"
written in 1873 furnishes a striking example.
"An old man in a lodge v/ithin a park;
The chamber v/alls depicted all around
With portraitures of huntsnen, hawk and hound,-
And the hurt deer. He listeneth to the lark,
VlTiose song comes with the sunshine through the dark
Of painted glass in leaden lattice bound;
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He listeneth and he laugheth at the sound,
Then writeth in a book like any clerk.
He is the poet of the dawn, who wrote
The Canterbury Tales, and his old age
Made beautiful vdth song; and as I read
I hear the crowing cock. I hear the note
Of lark and linnet, and from every p&ge
Rose odors of ploughed fields or flowery mead."
"Memories," one of his last sonnets, is remarkable for
the beautiful sentiment expressed:
"Oft I remember those whom I have known
In other days, to whom my heart was led
As by a magnet, e.nd v/hc are rot dead
But absent, sjid their rr.emories overgrown
With other thci^ghts and troubles of my own.
As graves with grasses are, and at their head
The stone with moss and lichens so o'er spread,
•Nothing is legible but the name alone.
And it is so wit'-' them? After long years,
j)C they remember me in the same way,
And is the memory pleasant as to me?
I fear to ask; yet v/herefore are my fears?
Pleasures, like flowers, may wither and decay,
And yet the root perennial may be."
Years productive of sonnets.- Longfellow's first original
sonnet, "Mez2:o Camjnin," was v/ritten /ugust 25, 1842, during his
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third visit to the continent. His second visit v/as saddened at
Rotterda.m by the death of his v/ife, to whom he refers in lines seven
and eight.
In 1836, Longfellow began his duties as Professor of
Modern Languages and Literature at Harvard College. July 13, 1843,
he married Frances Elizabeth Applet on of Boston, to whom the sonnet,
"The Evening Star" is addressed. It is of interest to know that
this sonnet is Longfellow's one love poem.
Touring this same year, two more sonnets v=ere produced,
and in 1849, ejiother, after which nc more were written until 1864.
These intervening years were occupied in writting "Evangeline,"
"The Golden Legend," "Hiawatha," "The Courtship of Miles Standish,"
and parts of the "Tales of a Wayside Inn," together with many of
his shorter poems, sc there was little time left for sonnets.
After the tragic death of his reccnd wife in July, 1861,
Longfellow felt the need of occupying his thoughts along seme
systematic line of study, so he again tcck up, in 1864, the trans-
lation of the "Divine Comedy." This suggested the six sonnets
which introduce the thr^e parts of the poem, besides the sennet,
t
"To-morrow." The latt- r was written after one of the Dante Club
meetings, which were held regularly at Longfellow's home. His
great grief was still fresh in his mind, but he only bows his head
in his meekness of spirit and feels that God knows what is best.
1873 was productive of four (4) literary sennets. In
all, thirteen (13) sonnets were vv-ritten in 1874. It was Longfellow'
custom to spend his summers in travel or by the seashore. Julj'',
August and part of September of this year were spent at his summer
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home at ITahant on the cost of Massachusetts. Here he v/rote, "The
Galaxy," "The Tides," and prcbabli'' three of the group entitled,
"Three Friends of Mine"; the rest v/ere written at Cambridge.
Longfellow's sonnets, as well as his other poems of this year,
show that he gave himself up for a time to meditation anu retro-
spection.
Let us examine a little more closely several individual
sonnets. The five sonnets entitled "Three Friends of Mine." are a
tribute to the memory of Fulton, -Agasr.iz and Charles Sumner. The
friendship between these men and Longfellow was beautiful, their
lives vvere so k^it together by social intercourse that he felt
their loss keenly. Felton and Longfellow occupied rocms in the
same house in Cambridge when Longfellow began bis Professorship
there in 183fi. The friendship vvhich sprang up betv/een them con-
tinued through life. In his Journal of March 4, 1862, Longfellow
writes: "Felton' s fvneral from the college chapel. So passes away
the learned scholar, the genial companion, the affectionate,
1
faithful friend." Agassiz and Longfellow v»'ere fellow-townsmen at
Cambridge, and both had summer homes s.t iTahant; but of all of
Longfellow's friends none v/ere closer and dearer than Charles
Sumner. Sumner v/as always received vtith open arms into Longf el!l cw'
s
home, where many pleasant dinners and parties were given in his
honor. These tv/o men were always free to criticize each other's
works for the purpose of improvement and helpfulness. W-en the
news of Sumner's death came, Lcngfellow wrote, "I had a telegram
with the words, Charles Sumner iE dead. I thought I was prepared
1. Life and Letters Vol. 13 1, 4.
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by his frequent attacks for this final one; Taut I was not. It is
1
terrible, sudden and unexpected to me. I carnot write more."
Twenty (20) sonnets and seven (7) poems were written in
1876, which is Longfellow's banner year. The subjects are varied.
The so'-net to Irving was v/ritten seventeen years after
the death of the humorist. On his first visit abroad in 1827,
Longfellow met Irving at Madrid. The friendship here formed proved
to be a lasting one. He wrote of him in this year: "Irving is one
of those men who put you at ease v;ith them in a moment, », He is a
2
very fine man in society'-, all mirth and good humor."
In 1877, Longfellow wrote three (5) sonnets; in 1879,
five (5). "The Cross of Snow," written in the latter year, is a
beautiful tribute to the memorj'" of his wife who had died eighteen
years before. While one day looking over an illustrated bock of
V/estern scenery, his attention v/as drawn to a picture of the Mt
.
of the Holy Cross. That evening as he gazed upon the pictured
likeness of his deed wife, the thoughts framed themselves into the
sonnet. Through all the eighteen years he had borne his sorrow
in silence. Even to his closest friends, he could not speak of it.
The deepest grief of a human soul is revealed in the closing lines,
"Such is the cross I wear upon my breast
These eighteen years, through all the changing scenes
And seasons, changeless since the d&y she died."
Longfellow's activities did not cease until his last
days. On January 17, 1882, about the Some time that his last
1. Life and Letters Vol. III. p. 224.
2. Life and Letters Vol I. p. 108.
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translation was made, he v/rote his last sonnet, "Possibilities."
On March tv/enty-f curth of this same year, he died.
Rhyme schemes in translations.- Where the material
was available, a ccmparieon has been made betv/een the original
rhyme schemes and Longfellow's translations.
Prom the Spanish.
Original. Translation.
abbaabbacdecde (2) abbacddcefgefg (2)
abbaabbacdcdcd abbacbbcdeedff
abbaabbacdcdcd abbacddceffgeg
abbaabbacdecde abbacdcdefgefg
abbaabbacdecde abbacddceffegg
abbaabbacdeced abbacddceffegg
abbaabbacdecde abbacddceffgge
abbacddceffegg
abbacddcefgefg (2)
?rone of the original sonnets from the French and the
Italian were fcund.
Proi'i the French. From the Italian,
abbaabbacdecde cdedce
abbaabbaccdeed abbaabba cdecde (6)
c d c d c d
In none of the translations from the Spanish, then, so
far as our examination goes, has Longfellow followed the original
in the rhyme scheme. Again, f- e final couplet v/as used three times
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in g g and once in f f . The tv;o sonnets from the French, and all
frora the Italian are written in the Petrarchan form.
Bhj^e Scherr.es ir. original sonnets.- V/ithout exception
Longfellow has followed the Petrarchan model in his sixty-thr«e (63)
original sonnets. This seems the more striking when we remember
his free and almost careless treatment of the true Petrarchan
model in the Spanish translations. The variations of the rhymes
in the sestet are given below:
c d c d c d (9)
c d c d e e ( 1
)
abbaabba cdecde(5l)
c c d e e d (1)
c d d c e e ( 1
The c d e combination in the sestet, then, is Longfellow's
favorite form, v;hile the c d rhyme follows in nine (9) sonnets.
Again only twice has he used the final couplet e e
.
Lowell .-
Lowell stands second as an American sonneteer. In his
collected works, fifty-eight (58) sonnets, including one sonnet
sequence of four(4) and one of two (2) sonnets, were found.
Groups.- Lowell's sonnets may be divided into (a) personal
(b) literary, (c) nature, (d) miscellaneous. In form and content
they are similar to those of Longfellow, because, perhaps, of the
common interests of the tv/o poets in the sa-ne literature and
languages. In the rhymes, however, Lowell shows a gradual develop-
ment from the irregular to the regular or legitimate forms. As
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a rule, he used three rhymes in the cctave in his earlier sonnets.
The ta^^le shcv/s the rhymes in both the octave and the sestet.
d e d e d e ( 4)
d e f e g gahbaacca
d e f d e f
d e d e f f (6)
Lowell felt great interest in Elizabethan life and
literature. It may be, in part, because of this fact, that he
followed the Elizabethan type of sonnet as well as the Petrarchan.
So fer as we have been able to determine, Lowell's first Elizabethan
sonnet was published in 1343. In six (6) sennets the Elizabethan
model is used. Lowell's later sonnets were written in the
Petrarchan form. The variations in the sestet are as follov/s:
c d d c e e
c d e e d c
c d c d c d (24)
c d c d d c
abbaabba
c d e c d e (5)
c d c e d e
c d e c e d
c d c d e e
Miscellaneous forms.
ababccddeffegg
ababababcdcdcd (2)
abba bbacdcdcd (13 lines)
abcdefghijklmn
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In the poem of thirteen lines, included hy Lowell in his
"book of sonnets, in v^fhich every requirement of the sonnet is
satisfied except the number of lines, he has strangelj'' omitted the
first rhyme "e" of the second quptrain. In the next case, the poem
is composed of fourteen iamhic pentameter lines, hut vfith no rhymes.
Again, Lowell used the final couplet sixteen (16) times.
Whittier .-
Whittier wrote eighteen (18) sonnets, including one
sequence of three (3) sonnets. His religious sonnets which sprang
from a devout and reverent nature, form the largest class.
RELIGIOUS
Forgiveness
The Word
The Book
Requirement
Help
Utterance
The Storj/ of Ida
PERHOTM/L
Leggett's Monument
Bayard Taylor
I.
II.
111.
George Fuller
To a Cape Ann Schooner
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0CCi^SI01J;vL
Response (written for his 70th "birthday)
Godspeed
Norumhega Hall
LITERARY
Prelude to "The Pernsylvania Pilgrim"
Requital
Rhyme schemes.- In his rhyme schemes, 'Wf'hittier shews a
wide divergence from "both the Petrarchan ano Elizahethan forms,
abbacddceffegg (12)
ahhacddcdeedff
abhaccdedeffgg
abhaacccddeeff
ababbabcdcbddc
ababcddcefecff
abasbcddcceeff
The final couplet is used in all cf his sennets except
one; g g is found thirteen (13) times and f f four (4) times.
Holmes .-
Holmes wrote nine (9) sonnets, most of which are personal.
Two sonnet sequences, one of tv>/o {<,) and aiiother of three (3)
sonnets, are included in the list. Except in one case he used only
the Petrarchan model.
c d c d d c
abba abba cddcdc(2)
c d d c c d (5)
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Irregular.- atabaabbcddcdc
Emerson.
-
In Emerson's "Poetical Works," tv/o poems were found v/hich
partially fulfill the requirem.ents of the sonnet. Emerson's interes'
lay in verse forms that permitted greater freedom of treatment, and
not in the artificial form of the sonnet, where all rhymes follow
fixed rules. This probably accounts for the feeble attempts he
made to shape several poem.s irtc sonnets.
In t>ie poem beginning, "I bear in youth etc.," all the
rules of the sonnet are followed except the rhyme, which is very
irregular- abcbdedefggfhh- following neither the
Petrarchan nor the Elizabethan models.
In "Michael Angelc," a translation from the Italian, none
of the rules of the sennet are satisfied except the number cf lines.
The trimeter, tetrameter and pentameter lines, together with the
a a b a b c c d d e e e f f rhyme, shov/ freedom cf treatment even
of an original form.
Of the five llew England poets, then, Longfellcw holds the
first place in thought and imagery, in the number of sonnets written
and in the strict adherence to the regular model. Lowell, with
fifty-eight (58) sonnets, only five (5) less t^an the number cf
Longfellow's original sennets, shov^^s a greater freedom of treatment
in his early works, while in his later sonnets he used very success-
fully both the Elizabethan &nd the Petrarchan models. In Whittier's
eighteen (18) sonnets, we find that neither the Petrarchan nor the
Elizabethan model is used; v;hile in the nine (9) sonnets of Holmes,
the Petrarclian model is used in all the sennets except one. In the
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two poems, that partially fulfill the requirements of the sonnet,
Emerson shov;s a still gre&.tcr freedcai of treatment than does
Whittier. As has already been shown, he neglected the sonnet for
those verse forms which can he vi/ritten v/ithcut the restriction of
definite rules.
Some Minor American Sonneteers prior to 1850.-
The fcllcwinfT hrief st' d3^ of some of the minor American
sonneteers prior to 1850, is leased upon the material found in
seventy one (71) volumes of the "North American Review from 1815 to
1850, and thirty-four (54) volumes of the Knickerbocker Magazine
from 1833 to 1850.
Brainard.- The first sennet, "To the See-Serpent," in
the ITorth American Review, v&s written by John C-. C. Brainard ir.
1825. It is of interest to notice the rhyme scheme- a b a c c d c
d d e d e f f- for it is far from beinf^ either Petrarchan or
Elizabethan. Evidently Brainard had not mastered the essential
rules of the sonnet.
In 1841 the North American Review published a sonnet,
"The Poet," by James Russell Lowell. The rhy^ne scheme of this
sonnet was that used by Lowell in most of his earlier sonnet s,-
abbaaccadedeff
.
Plumer.- William Plumer's sonnets are principally personal
and literary. He followed no one form in his rhyme scheme, but he
was, nevertheless, regarded as a successful sonneteer, as is shovm
by the followinfr editorial from the North American Review:
"The poems in this /clnme are chiefly sonnets Sonnets
are not generally the most attractive reading; even the best of
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those cf Petrarch himself The form cf the sonnet is tec artificial
for our free and hold language easily to yield to; the necessity
of confininp; the thoupht within a specified number of lines, a.nd.
when the strict rules are adhered tc- arranging the rhjmes in a
particular order, is tco much like a straight jacket for the'un-
doubted liberties^of the English muse. But Mr. Plumer's bock is
exceedingly pl'--asing. His iBnguage is easy flowing and pure., ..The
metrical structure is correct and harmonious. The descriptions are
delicately drawn; the reflections v^ell expressed; and the imagery
1
is all of a poetical character."
Again the following year, the editors comment on the
ability of Plumer as a sonneteer. "The- author writes in a smooth,
sustained style, not destitute of poetical beauty. He has well
2
mast'^'red the difficult music of the sennet."
Evidently the editors did not hold Plumer to account for
not following the legitimate forms of the sonnet, for observe the
followinr' rhyme schemes,
abbaccd eedfggfor
abaabbccd ededd
Mrs Smith.- Mrs. Oakes Smith's tv/o sonnets, in 1849,
secured favorable comment from the editors of this sam.e publication.
They say in part that the sonnets of Milton are the best specim.ens
in English of this species of verse, although he takes the libertj^
of departing from the true sornet and Shakespeare neglects the
prescribed recurrence of rhym.es. "In America," they continue,
"the rules cf the sonnet are set at defiance, only that of the
1. IT. A. R. Jan. 1842. Vol. LIV, pp. 241-242.
^' ^' A. R. July 1843. Vol.LV. p. ^49.

number of lines "bein^ regarded. Although Mrs. Smith's sonnets are
1
net perfect, they nevertheless possess merit."
As an example of the form this writer follov/ed, notice
the following:
ahcahcdeddefef
Percival.- Mrs. Emhur.y.- "Quince".- The sonnets of James
G. Percival, Esquire v^'ritten about 1832, deserve mention because of
a persistency in following the same rhyme scheme. Mrs. Eimna C.
Embury has left several sonnets, published in the Knickerbocker
Magazine of 1336, vjhich shov»r that nov/ and then a v/riter followed
the legitimate form of the sonnet, in this case Elizabethan. The
2
sonnets of "Quince',' written between 1837-41, are al sc significant
in this respect. In the twenty-one (21) sonnets that have been
examined, "Quince" followed the Elizabethan form with onlj'' one or
two exceptions. The titles of the "Cabinet Pictures" are of in-
terest because of their alphabetical arrangement and order.
Adversity
Angels
Absence
Age
Ambit ion
Authors
Autumn
Avarice
Battle
Beauty
Bed
Bi rds
Blindness
Blushes
Calm
Charity
Chastity
Children
Churchyard
Conscience
1. l\ A. R.Apr. 1849. Vol. LXVIII
,
pp. 430-431.
2. fTo record of "Quince" could be found in any of the bocks con-
sulted, so we are left in doubt as to his identity.
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It mip-ht satisfy our curiosity to know whether or not the "Cab inet
Pictures" were ever completed, and, if so, what other sonnets the
bock contained.
Rockwell.- For twelve years or more H. W. Rockv/ell of
Utica, Nev/ York contributed sonnets to the Knickerbocker Magazine.
His rhyme sche^. es were as varied as hi? subjects. Eeginninf in
1838 with the abbccddceffegf' and a b b ? b c c b d
e e d f f forms, his sennets show a develop-nent toward the true
Italian model. His subjects are interesting:
The Captives Tc My V/ife Love's Astronomy
Sonnet To Devotion The Thunderstorm
There is One God The Spirit /lutumnal Sonnets (3)
To E. R. F. Sonnet
Sayings of Bias Son'^ets tc the Mohawk (8)
Palmer.- As with the last mentioned writer, the sonnet
sequence v/as a favorite form of William Pitt Palmer. In 1838-39,
Palmer wrote for the Knickerbocker Mcrazine a series of si>. (6)
sonnets, "To the Housatonic . His favorite form was :
abbaaccadeeded
.
Mrs. Stedraan.- Mary £. IT-ewitt.- Mrs. E. C. Stedman's
sonnets of the home are all written in the Petrarchan form. Mary
E. Hewitt contributed four(4) on the fcllovv'ing subjects:
Webster Or- a Medallion
To Rev. Henry W. Bellows. To Alfred B. Street
Of her sonnets Poe v;rcte, "Mrs. Hewitt's sonnets are upon
1
the v/hole her raor-t preisev/orthy composition."
1. The Literati.- Edgar Allan Pee.- Vol. VIII, p. 132.
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Mrs. Kinney.- Mrs. E. Clementine Kinney's sonnets are on
nature in her varying aspects. In the Knickerbocker Magazine of
March, 1844, was found an interesting editorial which throws much
light on the attitude toward the sonnet at this time. "How many
borrowed passages," said the writer, "have we seen with their
original brightness dimmed or reflected in a sorry sonnet I Nine in
ten of our modern examples in this kind, when one comes to analyze
them, will be found to consist of stolen ideas, combined with what
Southey would cpII 'bubble and bladder and tympany.'. . Ever since
the fatal days of Petrarch mankind have suffered more or less from
the chronic Inflictions of sonnet s , ...The disorder is now rooted
amon(T us;. .every week produces decided cases of sonnets, sometimes so
severe as to be intolerable
"The first step in the production of a sennet is the
selection of rhymes. Fourteen of these in their proper order should
be written perpendicularly on the right hand of a smooth sheet of
white paper. Where this is done, it is necessayy to rer.d them over,
up and down
J
several times, until some general idea of a subject or
title suggests itself."
The v/riter t?ien cautions all who v/rite sonnets to be care-
ful about the selection of their rhjTnes, avoiding the coupling of
such v/ords as moon and spoon, breeze, cheese and sneeze; hope and
soap as there might be difficulty in bringing them together harmon-
iously.
The editor then makes a comparison between the manufacture
of a needle and of a sonnet. He contends t-"a.t the way to render a
sonnet pointed and sharp, to insure it against cutting the thread
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cf its arfTument , the work should "be performed by tv/c or more.
"It is absurd," he says, "for one workman to do both
rhyming and thinking. Take any 'matter-full' author, cut out a
juicy slice of his thoup^ht, and make that your material. Train it,
turn it, and twist it, vary it in any way but the author's own, and
you will be likely to effect a speedy and wholesome operation. A
man may be sure then^that a sonnet shall contain a thought ... V/ith
the fourteenth pang his anxiety shall be ever, and he shall drop
1
asleep satisfied."
Evidently the editor had very little faith in the sonnet,
and still less in the Am.ericans as sennet writers.
Hans von Spiegel.- Hans von Spiegel wrote for the Knicker-
bocker Magazine for a few years preceding 1850. Eis sennets are
worthy of mention because almost all are v.ritten in t>!e Elizabethan
form. His subjects are varied:
To the Polar Star Delia
The Portrait Gallery June, Etc.
To the Old Year
Mackellar.- Thomas Mackellar's sonnets are significant
because of the variety of verse forms he used. His subjects are
commonplace
.
Other Writers,- Park Benjamin, Wilson Conviforth, Henry A.
Buckingham, H. T. Tuckerman, R. L. Chilton, G. P. Tyler, Esquire,
T. W. Parsons, Rufus Henry Bacon and ethers contributed sonnets to
the Knickerbocker Magazine during the ten or twelve years preceding
1. "Some Sentiments on Sonnets." - Knickerbocker Magazine, March,
1844. Vol. XXIII, pp 284-285.
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1850. But we sliall not take the time and space to treat each of
the Knickerbocker sonnet v/riters in detciil. A number of them
each
contributed only one sonnet /v ; some gave only the initials of their
names; while many wrote anonymously.
Rhyme schemes.- After an exeminaticn of ever tv/c-hundred
and tv;enty sonnets found in the ITorth American Review betv/een 1815
and 1850, and the Knickerbocker Magazine betv/een 1835 and 1850, the
followinf; tables of rh -me schemes have been formulated.
Petrarchan form.
(a) North American Review.
abbaabbacdcdee(2)
(b) Knickerbocker Magazine.
abbaabba
c d e c d e (6)
c d e c e d
c d d e e c
c d c d e e (2)
c d d e d e
c d d c e e
c d c d c d (10)
c d e e c d
c d d c c d
c d d e d e
c d c d c c
c d d c d c (5)
The Petrarchan form was used in all, then, thirty-three
(33) times.
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Elizabethan form.
(a) TTo sonnets of the Elizabethan type were found in the
ITorth American Review.
(ta) Knickerbocker Magazine.
ababcdcdefefgg (42)
Miscellaneous forms.
(a) IJTorth American Review,
abbaaccadedeff
abbaccddceecff
abbabaacddcdee
abbaccdeedfggf
abbaacddceffef
abbaabccbddbee
abaabbccdededd
abcabcdeddefef
a. ba. ccdcddedeff
(b) Knickerbocker Magazine
.
d e e d f f (12)
d e e d d d (2)
d e e d e d ( 7
)
d d e e f f (2)
abbaacca
d d e f f e
d e f g d f
d e f g e g
d e f d e f
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c d e d c e
abbaoccb dedeff
d e e d f f (3)
d e e d f f (2)
e f e f f g
e e f g f g
e f e f g g (4)abbacddc
e f f e g g (19)
e f g e f g
e e f f g g
e f f e f e
a b b a a c a c d e d e d e
a b b a c c d e e d f f g g
a b b a a c a. c d e e d f f
a b b a b a b c c d c d c e
a b b a c b b c d d e f e f
a b b a c c d c e d e d f f
a b b a c c d d e f f e g g
a b b a c d c e d e f g f
a b b a c d c d e f f e g g
a b b a c d c d d e d e f f
a b b a c d c d e e f g f g
a b b a a b b c d c d c e e
a b b a a b b c d d c c d d
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abbaabc'lDCdcdee
abbaabebcddcee
ababbcbcdedede
ababbcbcdedeff (2)
ababbcbccdcdee
ababccdeeddffd
aba bccdeedfggf (2)
ababc cd e d effgg (2)
ababccdedefggf
ababccddceeffc
abebccddeeffgg
ababcdcdeefgfg (3)
a b abed cdeeffgg
ababcdcdefefee
ababcdcdefefff
ababcdcdedefgf
abpbcbcbdeedff
ababcbcbdd eeff
ababbccbbdbdee
ababbccbdedede
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a b a b b c d
a b a b b c d
a b 8. b b a b
a b a b b a b
a b a b c d e
a b a b a b c
a b a b a b a
a b a b c d d
a b a b b c b
a b a. b c a c
a b a b b c d
a b a b c d e
a b a. b c c b
a b a D c c a
a b a b b b c
a b a b c d d
a a b b c c d
a a b b c c d
a b a c b c c
a a a a b c b
a a b b a c c
a. a b b c c d
a a b c b d e
c d e f e f f (2)
c d e f e f g
a c d e d e e
a. c d c d c d
d c d f e f e
d c d c d d c
b c c b d b d
c e f e f g-
d c d e d f f
d a e e f f f
d e f e f f f
c d e f e f f
d e d e f f f
d d a e e f f
c d d e e f f
c e f f e / g (5)
d e f e f g g (2)
deeffgg(2)
d e d e f f f
c d d e f e f
a c a c a a a
d d d e e f f
e e f g f h h
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aalDcbcdedeffgg
aabcbcdeedfggf
In the miscellanecus fcrms the final couplet
f f is found fcrty-cne (41) times;
g g is found forty-three (43) times;
e e is found nine (9) times:
d d is found four (4) times;
h h is found one (1) time;
a a is found one (l) time;
a a occurs eight (8) times at the beginning of a sonnet.
Careless construction.- We see, therefore, that there is
a marked tendency toward the final couplet. Again, the great
variety of rhy-ne schemes proves conclusively that maJiy of these
writers were careless in the construction of their sonnets. The
mastery of the technique of the sonnet, the clothing of a complete
thought in fourteen lines Vvith certain definite rhymes, called for
more skill than many of them possessed. Consequently, the legiti-
mate models of the sennet were neglected for those freer forms which
happened to suit the fancy of the v/riter. In justice to several of
these v^ritrrs, hov/ever, v;e must add, that they possessed marked
ability in the treatment of the- regular models. Mrs. Ernbury, for
exaiaple, wrote in the Elizabethan fonn, "Quince" and Hans von Spiegeij
with only one or tv/o exceptions, followed the same form. Mrs.
Stedman, on the other hand, i sed the Petrarchan fonn exclusively.
Subject matter.- Again, most of these minor sonneteers
shov; a great variety in the choice of their subjects. The most
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trivial, as well as the most inspiring themes, v/ere alike treated
in the so 'net. In the "Cabinet Pictures" of "Quince," for instance
"Blushes" and"Eed" and "Autumn" are given the same general treat-
ment vv'itacut any considerati or of the re^^l value of the subjects.
Now and then, a writer treated a single subject, as for example,
William Pitt Palmer, who v/rote a series of sonnets, "To the
Housatonic." The sonnets of the home by ^rs. Stedman, and those
on nature vy Mrs. Ki'-^ne;,
,
are also exceptions to the general rule.
Most sonnets were v^ritten between 1835 and 1850.- It is
interesting to notice, furthermore, that with only a few exceptions
all of the tv;o hundred ana twenty (k;20) or more sonnets examined
in the tv^o magazines, were v;ritten in the period betv,-een 1835 and
1850, the year in which Longfellow produced his first five original
sonnets. These ''ears, then, so far as ovr study shoves, were the
most productive of sonnets in the first half of the nineteenth
century in America,
Critical attitude toward the sonnet.-- Finally, the
editorials found in the tv/o magazines, show the critical attitude
tov/ard the sonnet during the decade between 1840 and 1850. Little
faith was placed in the sonnet because of its hard and fast rules^
vyrhich v/ere felt to be too exacting for the English language. Never
theless, these sharp criticisms did not oeter cur minor poets from
making a frequent display of their poetical ability in the sonnet.
Conclusion.
-
Longfellow, then, is ^merica'is most successful sonneteer.
He not only gave us the largest number of sonnets, but he also
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proved himself a careful aiaster of the regular sonnet forms as no
other of our poets has dene. Agair., in the beauty of language, and
in the simplicity and sincerity of the treatment of his thoughts
and emotions in the sennet, Longfellov^r has never "been excelled.
Lowell, with fewer sennets, and with less skill in the
mastery of the regular forms, especially in the early part of his
career, stands next to Loi^gfellow. IHiittier £.nd Hclmes wrote
sonnets, but few in '^umber in proportion to the rest of their v/crlcs.
The former shovvs a freedom of treatment in ell of his sonnets, v/hile
the latter, in general, fcllov;ed the regular m.odels,
Emerson neglected the sonnet almost entirelj'". The one
original pcem that might be called a sonnet, and the translation
from Michael Angelo, show that he could not confine hi;nself tc the
narrow limits of the sonnet, and that he preferred those fcrms which
admit of greater freedom of treatment.
The minor American sonneteers fcllov»red no one form. They
v/ere careless of the rules of the sonnet to an unpardonable degree.
That the sonnet vv^as popular in America during the first half of
the nineteenth century, is shown by the great number that v/ere
produced during this period.
In the material included in our stuay, then, the American
sonnet shows, with only several exceptions, a careless treatment of
the regular forms, and in many cases, a superficial treatment of
trivial subject matter.
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